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ASHRAE Illinois Chapter 2018
Excellence in Engineering Award
Geothermal Micro-Brewpub with Heat Recovery
The owners of Eris Brewery and Cider House pursued maximum
energy efficiency while renovating the historic 108-year-old
Myrtle Masonic Temple by constructing the first of its kind: a
brewery integrated, geothermal-based heat recovery system.
With a projected system payback of 4.1 years and 49% energy
savings, this system show-cases the following innovations:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Project Team
Architect- WRAP Architecture
GC- Epic Builders
HVAC Designer- Element Energy
HVAC Installer- Energy53

Heat recovery from the fermentation chilling process to
preheat domestic and process hot water.
Reduces inefficient steam boiler operation for heating
the hot liquor tank (HLT).
Hybrid geothermal approach is utilized to reduce the
size of the ground loop to meet 75% of the load-hours
and to achieve 90% of the savings compared to a 100%
geothermal system.
Conventional RTU’s provide “backup” heating and
cooling.
Split geothermal heat pumps serve dual temperature
refrigerant coils in the RTU return ductwork, allowing for
RTU’s to provide all airflow with integral VAV controls.
Non-proprietary control system with mobile app, data
tracking and text alerts.
Integral VFD “Eco Circ” pumps with flow measurement
and precise speed control.
Full heat recovery hydronic piping accomplished with
two motor control valves.
Peaker operation can be enabled which utilizes
geothermal for cooling on peak degree days only to
relieve heat build-up in the ground loop.
Achieves tax subsidies which include a 10% tax credit as
well as accelerated depreciation for the geothermal
HVAC system.

Image Credit: WRAP Architecture

Big Picture Thinking. Practical Approach. Sustainable Design.

ENGINEERING

Indian Trails Public Library
Project Highlights and Results

FIRST PLACE
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Chapter Level

• Renovated building and added new addition to use approximately
40-50% less energy than typical library building
• New energy efficient mechanical systems and infrastructure
incorporated a geothermal heating and cooling system utilizing
water source heat pumps
• $100,000 EBSCO grant awarded for solar array installation costs
- Selected from 90 grant submissions from 15 countries

Project Background
Owner:
Location:
Team/Team Lead:

Elara Role:
Type:
Construction Cost:

Project Overview

Building Type:
Building Attributes:
Initial Construction:
MEPFPIT Systems:

Indian Trails Public Library
Wheeling, IL
Steve Maze, Bob St. Mary, Claudine Harig,
Dustin Langille, Chris Carter
MEPFPIT Design
Renovation & Addition
$14,500,000
Municipal Library
2 Stories, 56,285 SF
1980s, 1990s
Geothermal Heat Pump System, FCUs, VAVs,
DOAS, DDC

Innovation

• Because the original 41,085 SF, two-story building incurred substantial
energy costs, outside ventilation air was only fully provided during
summer months, and much of the building’s equipment was approaching
or had already exceeded its anticipated useful service life, Elara improved
the mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire protection, and information
technology needs of the building through the renovation of spaces and a
new 15,200 SF, two-story addition.
• Given the type and condition of the existing systems, the design team
conceptualized new energy efficient mechanical systems and
infrastructure (including digital controls) throughout the existing
building and new addition incorporating a geothermal heating and
cooling system utilizing water source heat pumps.
• New power, lighting, emergency/egress lighting and information
technology infrastructure was designed for all renovated and new spaces.
• Existing fire alarm, plumbing and fire protection systems were modified
and expanded to support the renovated and new spaces.

Hillside, IL • 708.236.0300 • ElaraEngineering.com

Big Picture Thinking. Practical Approach. Sustainable Design.
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LUC Quinlan Life Sciences
Building
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Project Highlights and Results

• Innovative design improved energy efficiency of a continuously operated,
energy intensive building without sacrificing occupant comfort
• $62,000 projected annual energy cost savings
• $85,900 incentive funding received
• Integration of two heat recovery systems enables year-round heat energy
recovery and eliminated heat rejection equipment to reduce
implementation cost
• Reduced load of campus’ central chilled water plant to provide
additional capacity for future buildings

Project Background
Owner:
Location:
Team/Team Lead:

Elara Role:
Type:
Construction Cost:

Project Overview
Building Type:

Building Attributes:
Initial Construction:
MEPFPIT Systems:

Loyola University Chicago (LUC)
Chicago, IL (Lake Shore Campus)
Don McLauchlan, Brian Malone, Dustin Langille,
Cem Diniz
MEPFPIT Design Engineer
Energy Retrofit
$950,000
Higher Education; Laboratories, Classrooms,
Offices, Auditorium
5-Stories, 134,000 SF
2006
Heat Recovery Chiller, Glycol Runaround Loop
Heat Recovery, DDC

Innovation

• Due to its operation as a laboratory building, the Quinlan Life Sciences Building is one
of the largest energy users on LUC’s Lake Shore Campus.
• Majority of air provided to the building is 100% outside air. 60,000 cfm of lab exhaust is
combined at the plenum in the mechanical penthouse, which included space for future
heat recovery coils. Close proximity of four make-up AHUs presented opportunity for
runaround heat recovery loop for a quick return on investment.
• Elara’s energy audit lead to the design and implementation of the following energy
conservation measures:
- Glycol runaround loop that recovers heat from laboratory exhaust and preheats/
precools incoming makeup air for lab exhaust heat recovery
- Heat recovery chiller that provide reheat to the building while reducing needed
operating hours and load from the campus’ central chilled water plant
- Integration of two heat recovery systems with a heat exchanger enabled exhaust
from the glycol runaround loop heat recovery coils to reject excess heat from the
heat recovery chiller condenser loop, when required.
Hillside, IL • 708.236.0300 • ElaraEngineering.com

M EDLINE I NDUSTRIES
RETRO-COMMISSIONING

2018 Excellence in Engineering Award • ASHRAE Illinois Chapter
Medline. Advancing the health of healthcare. Headquartered in Northfield,

Illinois, Medline Industries is a global manufacturer and distributor of medical
products providing patient-centered solutions, services, and expertise. Its campus at 3
Lakes Drive was constructed for Kraft Foods in 1989. Following additions in 2004, it
now consists of 7 interconnected buildings totaling 768,500 square feet. Medline
acquired the campus in 2016 and made extensive renovations. In 2017, Medline
upgraded the BAS and installed a new chiller plant. Following a series of staged
relocations from Medline’s previous HQ, the facility is now nearly fully occupied.

Implemented Measures
Annual Electricity Savings
Annual Natural Gas Savings
Annual Energy Cost Savings
Implementation Cost
Simple Payback

8
2,003,100 kWhs
71,500 therms
$132,500
$61,600
6 Months

After retro-commissioning Medline’s Mundelein HQ in 2015, Sieben Energy Associates
(SEA) was engaged by Medline to retro-commission its Northfield facility, taking advantage of ComEd’s energy efficiency incentive program.
Project stakeholders included SEA, Medline’s engineering team, contractor North Town Mechanical, and retro-commissioning program
administrator Nexant.

What is Retro-Commissioning?
Retro-commissioning (RCx) is the well-established practice of investigating a
building’s operations to identify opportunities to optimize performance of energyconsuming HVAC and lighting systems. RCx can help reduce buildings’ annual
energy use by 5–15% with limited expense and occupant disruption.

Project Summary
SEA identified 11 retro-commissioning
measures; 8 of these were investigated,
implemented, and ultimately verified.
Cumulative energy savings—about 2
million kWhs and 71,000 therms—were
more than double the project’s initial
energy reduction targets.
Medline received $29,000 from ComEd
for exceeding the project’s energy
reduction and measure investment
targets.

Average Demand Profile: Comparing 2017 and 2018

Implemented Measures
Reduction in weekend
demand during the day.
Reduction in weekday
demand overnight.

Reduction in weekday
demand overnight.







This image from ComEd’s Business Energy Analyzer tool shows changes in
weekday and weekend demand from 2017 to 2018 due to improved fanpowered box (FPB) scheduling that limited occupied hours demand growth as
facility occupancy was rapidly increasing and reduced unoccupied hours
demand. The verified reduction in demand from this scheduling measure
resulted in annual energy savings of greater than 1 million kWhs.





Sieben
Energy
Associates

Scheduling air-handling units (AHUs) and exhaust fans.
Automatic reset of duct static pressure setpoints.
Scheduling fan-powered boxes (FPBs).
Improved chilled and condenser water pump controls.
Optimized operation of above-ceiling-plenum heaters
and space unit heaters.
Improved AHU mixed air plenum heater controls.
Reduced scheduled office lighting operating hours.
Integration of hallway and spine lighting into BAS.

Chicago • Detroit • San Diego
SiebenEnergy.com • 312.899.1000

NEW TRIER HIGH SCHOOL (CHILLED BEAM SYSTEM)

Pic 1: Addition to Existing School & New Entry

Pic 2: Typical Classroom in Lower Level

DESCRIPTION
•

•
•

•

Central cooling is provided by two (2) 500-ton rotary screw chillers and fiberglass cooling towers utilizing direct drive fan
motors for best efficiency and least maintenance. The chilled water loop also utilizes a water side economizer to take
advantage of free cooling during shoulder months.
Central heating is provided by four (4) 6,000 MBH condensing boilers, operating at or around 95% efficiency with
maximum loop temperature of 140oF. HW system utilizes variable primary pumping through variable frequency drives.
Most of the addition utilizes two dedicated OA units, sized at 40,000 cfm each to serve the OA and primary air needs of
the chilled beams and fan coils for the addition. These unit are equipped with total energy recovery wheels with 75%
effectiveness. Heating and cooling coils are optimized for delta T to maximize pumping efficiency. These units are also
equipped with MERV-8 and MERV-13 filters as required for IAQ.
All the classrooms and offices are provided with induction style chilled beams that utilize primary air from the DOAS units
though VAV boxes with HW reheat for heating needs. The induction beams use 55oF water and have condensate routed
to hub drains in the basement mechanical rooms.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN FEATURES
•
•

•

•
•

This building has been awarded LEED rating of Gold with 63 points awarded out of 65 attempted. Out of these, 25 points
were directly attributed to the HVAC system through innovations in energy efficiency and indoor air quality performance.
This is one of the largest educational facilities in Chicagoland area and State of IL to utilize the active chilled (induction)
beams technology. One of the biggest advantages of using this technology was the elimination of large air handling units,
ductwork, and savings in fan energy due to smaller and fewer fans as part of the heating and cooling systems.
Some of the specialty classrooms in this project were very challenging from an HVAC perspective, especially the glass arts
studio. This classroom utilized a large hood above kilns used for glass molding that operate above 1200oF. Also, tables
within these classrooms used torches with natural gas-oxygen mixture that generated fumes which had to be exhausted
very close to the countertop of the table.
Extensive underground ductwork for make-up air to atrium exhaust of 200,000 cfm and stage exhaust of 50,000 cfm.
Exhaust fans were located on roof in a way to preserve the aesthetics of the architectural design.
All of the interior lighting is high efficiency long lasting LED. The lighting fixtures on/off functions are controlled by
switches in series with dual technology occupancy sensors. The light levels for the interior lighting are controlled slide
dimmers located on the walls. The building is 100% daylight lit, monitored by BAS system to save lighting energy.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
•
•
•
•

Building systems selected were 30% better than ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline used for LEED 2009 compliance
DOAS units utilized total energy wheels and VFD’s for supply and exhaust fans
Facility utilized most efficient chiller-cooling tower combination, and boiler plant
Facility utilized LED lighting throughout, automatic daylighting controls, low flow fixtures

SUBMITTAL BY WIGHT & COMPANY, ENGINEER - SUDESH SARAF, P.E., LEED AP BD+C

SUNSET RIDGE SCHOOL (VRF w/ DOAU)

Pic 1: Sunset Ridge School (New)

Pic 2: Solar Panels

DESCRIPTION






Cooling and heating are provided by VRF systems for all classroom wings and the admin spaces. Ventilation for these
spaces is provided by dedicated outside air units. These units are equipped with total energy recovery wheels, variable
frequency drives for supply and return fan, hot gas reheat, and MERV-8/MERV-13 filters for enhanced indoor air quality.
Rooftop units with DX cooling and gas heating serve large volume spaces such as library, cafeteria, auditorium and
gymnasium. Rooftop units are equipped with total energy recovery wheels, enthalpy economizer, variable frequency
drives and MERV-8/MERV-13 filters as required by IAQ.
All classrooms are served by ducted VRF fan coil units. The ventilation for the classrooms is tied into the fan coil units and
controlled by the CO2 sensors located in the classrooms. Individual offices and small group rooms are served by ceiling
cassette units.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN FEATURES








This building has been awarded LEED rating of Platinum with 82 points awarded out of a total of 106.
All exhaust air from the facility is re-directed back to the DOAU to maximize energy recovery.
Utilizing a combination of ducted VRF units and cassette units enabled each space to have its own thermostat thereby
achieving the Controllability of Systems, Thermal Comfort LEED credit.
The facility is equipped with tools for measuring the use of all utilities including sub-metering for HVAC, lighting and other
plug loads. This allows the user to track their energy consumption and make changes as seen necessary.
High efficiency LEDs are utilized for all interior lighting. Lighting fixtures are controlled by switches in series with dual
technology occupancy sensors. Slide dimmers for the lights allows the user to adjust the lighting level as per their own
needs. The facility was able to capture significant energy savings for lighting not only due to the use of LEDs but also
because the facility is designed to be majority daylit.
The facility utilizes solar photovoltaic (PV) arrays on the entire roof of the school. The amount of PV array is designed to
provide 100% of the total demand KW for the facility. This enabled the facility to achieve all 7 LEED points for on-site
power generation.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY




The VRF w/ DOAU systems displayed a 60% improvement over the ASHRAE 90.1-2007 baseline system used for LEED
2009 compliance
DOAUs utilized total energy wheels and VFD’s for supply and exhaust fans
Facility utilized LED lighting throughout, automatic daylighting controls, low flow fixtures and no sprinklers for
landscaping.

SUBMITTAL BY WIGHT & COMPANY, ENGINEER – DONALD R. HARTDEGEN JR., P.E.

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Seitz Materials Research Laboratory, Engineering Design
Facility Data: Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory (about 50,000 square feet of lab space)
Scope of Project: Engineering analysis followed by HVAC upgrades and the creation of a new
cleanroom facility. G/BA collaborated with Energy Systems Group, an energy savings performance
contractor.
Construction Cost: $15 million

Services Provided:

Energy Efficiency

This project began with HVAC upgrade feasibility studies for five facilities, including the
Seitz Materials Research Laboratory (MRL), which was one of two buildings ultimately
selected for upgrades. The MRL project was a phased HVAC renovation with the building
fully occupied.

• Low-velocity air supply across coils and filters.

• Five major air handlers were replaced with two central dual-path (outside and return
air), low-velocity AHUs, installed outside the existing penthouse. The new AHUs were
fully operational before successive existing AHUs were demolished and switched over.
Air distribution was then renovated to meet the owner’s phasing requirements with local
shutdowns in three- to five-room groupings.
• Sixty lab exhaust fans were replaced with three high-plume exhaust fans with heat pipe
heat recovery.
• Air distribution was changed from high-velocity dual-duct air terminal to low-velocity
displacement ventilation, variable-air-volume systems.

• Refrigerant coil heat recovery system in
the DOAS.
• Displacement ventilation, radiant chilled
beams, and steam baseboard heating.
• Energy-code-compliant VAV system with
reduced air-change rates (6 ACH).
• Demand-based control of exhaust fans, helping
to achieve substantial energy savings.
• Pressure-independent control valves.

• Passive chilled beams were used in labs with high sensible loads.
• A cleanroom renovation created a 4,000-square-foot ISO 7 laboratory for student
development and manufacturing of silicon wafer integrated circuit boards.

Grumman/Butkus Associates

Energy Efficiency Consultants and Sustainable Design Engineers

Zoetis

New Chiller Plant, Engineering Studies and Design
Facility Data: Pharmaceutical manufacturing facility in Kalamazoo, MI
Scope of Project: Facility studies followed by MEP/FP engineering design for a stand-alone chiller
plant supporting pharmaceutical manufacturing. Collaborating firm Ingenii provided architectural
and structural design services.
Services Provided:
Zoetis, the world’s largest animal pharmaceuticals firm, was created as an independent
company through a 2013 spinoff of a Pfizer division. A Pfizer facility in Kalamazoo, MI,
became a key manufacturing site for Zoetis. The site has since undergone critical upgrades
to support Zoetis’ current and future goals.
• G/BA performed an analysis in 2015 to help the client prioritize improvements.
A new chilled water plant was selected as the priority project, needed to allow
development of a new oral solid dosage (OSD) manufacturing line as well as additional
planned production and packaging operations. Aging chillers that used outdated
refrigerant (R-22) needed to be replaced with more modern units.
• The firm analyzed four design options for the client, including air-cooled chillers;
constant-speed water-cooled centrifugal chillers; variable-speed water-cooled centrifugal
chillers; and premium-efficiency variable-speed water-cooled centrifugal chillers.
G/BA also considered the pros and cons of putting the new chillers and pumps inside an
existing facility, or building a new stand-alone plant.
• The premium-efficiency option with magnetic bearing centrifugal chillers in a standalone plant was ultimately selected for its life cycle benefits and its ability to maximize
existing production space.
• A single-story, 7,500-square-foot, steel-framed building now houses the new chilled
water plant with three water-cooled chillers plus room for a fourth future chiller.
New cooling towers were installed adjacent to the building, which also holds waterdistribution pumps, dedicated switchgear, and a new process compressed air plant.
Chilled water system piping was interconnected to existing distribution, which was
converted from primary/secondary to variable primary. The scope also included heating
and ventilation for the building and its interior control room, and a restroom.
• Site electrical distribution was upgraded to 15kV to accommodate expected production
upgrades.
• An incentive of $78,600 was received from Consumers Energy, the local natural gas and
electrical utility.

Grumman/Butkus Associates

Energy Efficiency Consultants and Sustainable Design Engineers
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